Nelson English 11 Student Texts

For the Grade 11 University English course...
Distinctive, world-class literature. Focus on the essay.

Literature & Media 11
• Organized by genre into five units: fiction, nonfiction, poetry, drama, and media
• 92 selections, including:
  – contemporary and historical
  – Canadian and international
  – variety of issues and themes

Language & Writing 11
• A comprehensive language resource for teaching the forms of writing plus the writer's craft (style and conventions) in a meaningful context using authentic writing models and students' own work.
• 12 units, including seven units on different types of essays

For the Grade 11 College English course...
High-interest, accessible literature. Built-in support for success.

Between the Lines 11
• A multi-genre anthology organized into eight engaging theme units.
• Appealing, accessible literature.
• Every selection includes tips and strategies to support student success.

Communicate!
• A comprehensive language and writing resource organized into manageable mini-lessons.
• Concise, accessible text helps students learn and apply the concepts.
• Includes models, exercises, and checklists.